Visit Istanbul - the only city that spans two continents. See the beautiful Blue Mosque and ancient Hagia Sofia, explore opulent Topkapi Palace and test your bartering skills in the Grand Bazaar. 4 days of pure Turkish delight!

**HIGHLIGHTS AND INCLUSIONS**

**Trip Highlights**
- Istanbul - Sultanahmet (Old Istanbul), Hippodrome, Blue Mosque, Hagia Sofia and Topkapi Palace
- Egyptian Spice Market and the Grand Bazaar
- Cruise along the Bosphorus Strait
- Beylerbeyi Palace and Buyuk Camilica - The city's highest vantage point

**What's Included**
- Breakfast daily and 2 lunches
- 3 nights STANDARD hotel. SUPERIOR or DELUXE hotel options are also available upon request. Accommodation rating – See Trip Notes for details
- Guided sightseeing - Istanbul sights* on days 2 and 3, plus a leisurely cruise along the Bosphorus. *Please note: Your guided sightseeing may be conducted with other passengers (private touring is available upon request for an additional cost)

**What's Not Included**
- International flights and visa
- Tipping - an entirely personal gesture

**COVID SAFE GUIDE**

**ITINERARY**

**Day 1 : Istanbul**

Welcome to Turkey! Arrive Istanbul airport and transfer to your hotel in Sultanahmet. Rest of day free. **Overnight - Istanbul (B, L)**

**Day 2 : Old City sights**

This morning embark upon a fully guided tour of the only city that spans two continents, Europe and Asia. Before lunch, visit the Hippodrome area - famed as the centre of Byzantine life for 1000 years and of Ottoman life for another 400! Continuing, explore the stunning Blue Mosque and Hagia Sofia, built by Emperor Justinian. Once a church, then a mosque, today it is a museum. After lunch, visit Topkapi Palace, residence of the sultans for almost 4 centuries and finally the Grand Bazaar, (if open) housing some 4000 stalls selling a wide range of goods including gold, carpets, leather, clothing and Turkish handicrafts. **Overnight - Istanbul (B, L)**
City of Sultans

Day 3: Bazaars & the Bosphorus

Today, visit the Egyptian Spice market (stock up on bargain saffron, spices and Turkish Delight here) before enjoying a cruise on the Bosphorus - the body of water that separates European Istanbul from Asian Istanbul. Later, visit the Beylerbeyi Palace in all its sultanate splendour and take in the stunning views atop the city's highest point - Buyuk Camlica. Return to your hotel and spend the remains of the day at leisure. **Overnight - Istanbul (B, L)**

Day 4: Istanbul

Arrangements end after breakfast (B)

HOTELS

Highlighted below are some of the hotels which we frequently use on this tour, though we reserve the right to substitute these hotels to ones of a similar standard.

**Please refer to your Tour Voucher for your confirmed arrival hotel and further arrival information.**

**Asur Hotel**

The friendly and cheerful Asur Hotel is a great place to base yourself when discovering Istanbul. Rooms are simple yet comfortable with parque flooring, good size beds and en suite facilities. Heading out of the hotel into the winding streets of Sultanahmet for a delicious Turkish feast is a great way to spend the evening. Perfectly located in Sultanahmet, within walking distance of most of Istanbul's top attractions.

**Ramada Old City**

A member of the reputable Ramada chain, the Istanbul Old Town property is modern and comfortable with excellent amenities. Guestrooms are bright and spacious with contemporary amenities. Two restaurants are on offer and our personal favourite is the wonderful roof top restaurant, serving delicious local cuisine coupled with a magnificent view of the City and Sea. The perfect way to end the day. Located very close to the Historical part of the city with major Monuments are all walking distance.

**PRICES / DATES INFO**

Prices shown are per person when there are 2 persons sharing a room. The 'Single supplement' applies to travellers who require their own room and needs to be added to the per person price. If travelling solo, an additional '1-person' supplement will apply.

**PRICES / DATES 2020**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Twin Share</th>
<th>Single</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 Sep</td>
<td>CAD 895</td>
<td>CAD 1,245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This information has been compiled with care and good faith. They give an accurate illustration of the proposed arrangements for this holiday. Circumstances beyond our control such as changes in local conditions, inclement weather or other reasons could force us to make changes to this itinerary. Any costs shown are subject to change, though are an accurate reflection of costs at time of setting. Please also note that visa requirements are subject to change and are the responsibility of the traveller and not that of On The Go Tours.